
Volaris SUMMERgrains
All-Season Feed

Our Volaris SUMMERgrains is the ideal scatter feed for the wild birds in your garden
during the warmer months. It is made with small grains and has a moderate fat and
protein content. For the protection young birds, this scatter feed is completely free of
peanuts. Volaris SUMMERgrains is easy to feed and suitable for all species of wild
birds.

The benefits at a glance:

for all species of birds
easy to feed
low fat content
extra-small grains
peanut-free for the protection of young birds
for year-round feeding

Toitmissoovitused:

Our volaris SUMMERgrains are suitable for year-round feeding! If you offer the feed in
bird houses or feeders, clean them regularly with hot water. In this way you minimise
the transmission and spread of pathogens. Make sure that the food cannot get
soaked even in strong winds, snow and rain, otherwise it will spoil or freeze and the
birds will no longer eat it.

Did you know that robins, yellowhammers, dunnocks and blackbirds are so-called
ground feeders? They don't like to go to the feeder, but prefer to pick up the seeds
from the ground. If you have space in your garden, provide a ground feeder. Simply
fill a wooden or plastic bowl with feed and place it on the ground.

If you offer feed, please also provide drinking water for the birds. Especially in winter,
when natural water sources such as puddles or water in gutters are frozen, birds also
need an extra bowl of water. However, there is no need for an expensive bird bath at
the bird feeder; a flower pot saucer or an old soup plate are perfect as a watering
place. The water should be changed regularly.

Koostis: nisuhelbed, kaerahelbed, päevalilleseemned, Sunflower seed, dehulled,
maarjaohakaõli, maisihelbed
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